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British

Awards

Grierson British Documentary Awards 2019
“A House Through Time” Best Historical series Highly commended
Winner 2016 Royal Television Awards, Southern - Best online
production “Stripped Bare”

Winner of an IVCA Silver 2013. Highly Commended at New York
Festivals 2013. “Field to Furnace, Drax Power”
Grierson British Documentary Award Nomination 2006/2007
Clarion Award @ ICVA awards 2007
“Little Platform Big Stage” BBC Arena
Countries in which I have worked :
India, Lebanon, USA, Mexico, Costa Rica, Tunisia, South Africa, UAE, Bahamas, Germany, France,
Luxembourg, Belgium, Spain, Italy, Egypt, Australia, Borneo, Uganda, Kenya, Alaska, Austria,
Canada, Holland, Russia, China, Japan, Denmark, Sweden, Qatar, Ukraine, Switzerland, Fiji, Ukraine,
South Korea, Thailand, Mongolia.

Productions :
Broadcast documentary
Art in the 20th Century / Art21 / PBS
Director : Ian Forster
The documentary series provides a window into contemporary art that is ordinarily hidden from
public view. The featured artists are some of the most compelling creative thinkers of our time, and they
grant Art21 filmmakers intimate access to their lives.
A House Through Time series 1,2,3 / BBC2 / Twenty Twenty Television
Director : Hugo Macgregor, Stuart Elliott, Edmund Moriarty
David Olusoga tells the story of those who lived in one house in Liverpool,Newcastle and Bristol
Battle of Britain / C5 / Lion TV
Director : Stuart Elliott
A three part series looking at key days in one of the greatest air battles of all time told through the historical
accounts of individuals who where on the front line. Presented by Dan Snow and Kate Humble.

Monguls : A Secret History / Smitsonian-Arte / Lion TV
Director : Stuart Elliott
A four part series looking at new evidence which tells the story of the amazing rise of the Mongul empire.
Inside the Tower S2 / C5 / Lion TV
Director : Sarah Sarkel, Stuart Powell
Series going behind the scenes at the Tower of London exploring its 900 year history.
Stewart Copeland’s Adventures in Music / BBC4 / Somethinelse
Director : Nico Wasserman
Stewart Copeland explores the transcendental powers of music and how certain sounds have the ability to
move us, transport the mind and even help us escape this world - if only briefly.
Civilisations / BBC / Lion TV
Director : Hugo Macgregor
I filmed several sequences in the UK for Episode 10.
Julius Caesar with Mary Beard / BBC / Lion TV
Director : Russell English, Alex Leith
Julius Caesar is the most famous Roman of them all : Brutal conqueror, dictator and victim of a gruesome
assassination on the ides of March 44 BC. 2000 years on, he still shapes the world.
Mary Beard is on a mission to uncover the real Caesar, and to challenge public perception.
Truth about Carbs / BBC2 / Lion TV
Director : Russell England
Dr Xand van Tulleken investigates whether claims about negative eﬀects of carbohydrates on health are
true and explores healthier ways to consume them.
Christo and Jeanne- Claude : Monumental Art / BBC4 / IWC
Director : Zoe Dobson
Documentary which charts the creation of world renowned artist Christo’s first public work of art in the UK,
Mastaba.
Chelsea Flower Show / Hampton Court Flower show 2018/2019 / BBC1
Director : Various
Green Wine / Vine Films / Netflix feature doc
Director : Russell England
Patrick Kielty goes back to his homeland to unravel the story of Irelands involvement in some of the most
famous vineyards in the world.
Mission Hannibal / C4 / Lion TV
Director : Guilia Clark
Expedition & science meet to uncover new evidence on the route Hannibal took across the Alps with 37
elephants.
Forest / BBC / Blast Films
Director : Chris Eley
A wild and wondrous new 4 part documentary series that delves deep into the natural world to follow a
year in the life of both the animals and people who call Britain's most ancient forest their home.
Lost Pyramid / C4 / Lion TV
Director : Stuart Elliott
A feature doc following the discovery and opening of a tomb believed to be the burial place of a young
Egyptian queen.
Saving Lives at Sea / BBC2 / Blast Films
Director : Phil Broadhurst
Following the men and women of the Royal national Lifeboat Institution.

Online Nightmares / C5 / Blast Films
Director : Ali Naushahi
The storie of three extraordinary woman targeted by con artists, defrauded of hundreds and thousands of
pounds and left emotionally devastated with uncertain futures.
Great Fire of London / C5 / Lion TV
Director: Stuart Elliott, Luke Korzon Martin • Series Producer Sarah Sarkel
Dan Jones, Suzannah Lipscomb and Rob Bell take a fresh look at the Great Fire of London in 1666 by
walking the actual route the fire took across the city, hour-by-hour and street-by-street, hoping to uncover
what really happened during Britain's worst inferno.
Animal Park / BBC / Endemol
Director : Jamie Hammick
Series exploring life behind the scenes at Longleat Estate and Safari Park
Secrets of the Brain / Insight / Lambent productions
Director : James Buchanan
Remarkable experiments, bizarre medical conditions and stunning illustrations that reveal the inner workings of your mind. In this series, neuroscientist Dr. Jack Lewis goes in search of people with unusual neurological conditions that give us a fascinating insight into how our brains work.
Tales from Modern China / BBC World /Lion TV
Director : Ross Young
A 5 part Chinese co production, Tales from Modern China is a programme that aims to explore the civilisation of ancient and modern China from a global perspective.
The Chase / WMR / Discovery Channel
Director : Oscar Chan
Drama recon telling the story and down fall of El Chapo and Miguel Gallardo the greatest Mexican drug
lords of the 20th century.
999 What’s your Emergency series 3+4 / Blast TV / C4
Director : Jim Incledon, Claire Cahill, Ellena Wood
The third series focuses on the work of police and paramedics in Cheshire, who talk with honesty and wit
about the challenges they face in modern Britain.
Penelope Keith at her Majesty’s Service / Reef TV / C4
Director : Zoe Dobson / Chris Kelly
4 x 60 series in which actress Penelope Keith tours the length and breadth of the United Kingdom visiting
the Queen’s oﬃcial residences and our cherished royal institutions, meeting the people who work and live
in the heart of them keeping our traditions alive.
The Supervet series 2,3,4,5 / C4 / Blast Films
PD’s : Phil Broadhurst, Andrew Kemp, Micheal Maddams, Jim Incledon
Hard-to-cure pets from across the country receive cutting-edge care from Noel Fitzpatrick, the 'Bionic Vet',
and his crack veterinary team.
Find me the Perfect Puppy / RDF / BBC2
Director : Sarah Sarkel
Kate Humble hosts the definitive guide to choosing the right dog.
Qatar Abroad / Al Rayan TV / Ultramarine Films
Director : Simon Arnold
6 x 1 hr series looking at Qatari investments around the world including Japan, Germany, Italy, USA and
London.

Building Cars Live / BBC2
Director : Sam Bailey
The 2x90’ series goes behind the scenes to reveal the science, engineering and people that keep us on the
road, with access all areas to BMW’s MINI plant in Oxford, where a car is built every 67 seconds. Presented
by James May, Kate Humble and Ant Anstead.
Treasures of Britain / Reef TV / C4
Director : Anna Thomson, Phillip Smith
Presenter led series discovering treasures of Great Britain the hidden from steam travel to the fishing industry.
Betty Whites Smartest Animals in America / GAC / Icon Films
Director : James Reed
At age 92, with more than 70 years in show business and loved by all ages, Betty White wants to fulfil a
lifetime wish to meet some of America's most intelligent animals. From a dog who knows a thousand
words. to livestock with high I.Q.s, America's comedy sweetheart is helping us to see animals in a new
way. She also gets a cuddle from Koko, her favourite 300-pound gorilla.
John Ogdon : Living with Genius / BBC4 / Back2Back Productions
Director : Zoe Dobson
Profile of Britain's greatest ever classical pianist and of one of the most successful musical partnerships of
the last 50 years, that of John Ogdon and his wife Brenda Lucas Ogdon.
Napoleon – Great Leaders / BBC2 / Back2Back Productions
Director: David Barrie
3 x 60 min. In this series, the first authoritative biography of Napoleon ever on British television, historian
and biographer Andrew Roberts presents the epic story of one of the most influential figures in the world
history and overturns this prejudice.
Ayamna / Ultramarine Films / Al Rayan TV
Director: Tom Dumican
A 60-minute cinema release documentary shot in 4K. As Qatar wakes up we follow the lives of people
around the city as they go about there varied and interesting day. From a heart surgeon to a Harley Davidson rider we unravel what it is to be Qatari in the 21st Century.
Future Qatar / Ultramarine Films / Al Rayan TV
Director: Tom Dumican
Nowhere on the planet is undergoing such a seismic transformation as Qatar. Throughout history the
world’s great civic centres have emerged when opportunity, endeavour and hope have each intersected on the human map. Now, from the sands of the desert, Qatar is rising as a new centre of the
globe.
Art Matters / Back2Back Productions / Sky Arts
Director: Susan Doyon
Lily Cole’s Art Matters will see Lily embark on a fascinating journey with renowned artists such as Tacita
Dean and Christo, watching them at work in their studio, discussing their life and artistic processes, and
getting closer than ever before to the people behind the art. Lily will accompany these artists to their places
of inspiration as they discuss the genesis of their work and how their lives as artists really began.
Sandhurst / BBC2 / Icon Films
Director: Nick Poyntz
Documentary series shot at the Royal Military Academy over the course of a year, following the journey of
one intake of cadets through the 200-year-old institution.

Raised Wild / Discovery / Dragonfly Productions
Director: Adrian Macfarlane
A girl on all fours snarls amid a pack of wild dogs, a filthy child is groomed by a troop of monkeys, and a
small boy, surrounded by chickens, pecks at the ground in search of food. From Romulus and Remus to
Mowgli and Tarzan, tales of children raised by animals have been the stuﬀ of myth and legend for generations, but scattered among these folktales are stories of horrifying truths. Now, anthropologist Mary-Ann
Craig is setting oﬀ on the trail of these feral children.

Impressionism / BBC2 / ZCZ Films
Director: Waldemar Januszczak
4 x 1 hrs taking a new look at the work of the impressionist movement.
Including a close look at the technologies, which allowed artists to escape
the confines of the studio.
Sons of the Desert / Serious Pictures
Director : Mike Lynch
1 hr feature documentary following 5 young Qatari boys from the city on a
Journey of manhood. Their mission is to learn the skills and ways of their Bedouin
fathers and to move a large herd of camels safely across100km of harsh desert.
Ugly Beauty / BBC2 / ZCZ Films
Director: Waldemar Januszczak
Has beauty disappeared from modern art ? Art critic Waldemar Januszczak
fiercely disagrees, believing that great art is as interested in beauty as ever.
Manet - Biography / BBC2 / ZCZ Films
Director: Waldemar Januszczak
A 1 hr documentary about the life of the French painter filmed around the world.
The Sculpture Diaries / ZCZ Films / C4
Director : Waldemar Januszczak
10 part series about the great sculptures of the world.
Black Cab / ARENA / BBC
Director: Zimena Percival
Completing the London Transport trilogy with a look at the capital city's
most ungovernable driver, using archive, music and film - alongside
original cabbie characters - to examine the soul of this black knight of the
road.
Underground / ARENA / BBC
Director: Zimena Percival
The history of the London underground told through the
Voices of the people who use it everyday.
HD Atlas Japan / ZCZ Films / Discovery
Director : Jon Stephens
Feature length HD documentary covering the many facets of Japanese Life.
Stories included a marathon monk, a trainee Geisha a tuna fisherman
and a robot professor.

HD Atlas Italy / Atlantic / Discovery
Director : Mike Lynch
Italy is culture, from the art of the Renaissance to the
architecture of the emperors. This feature-length documentary,
Filmed in high definition over two years, and narrated by Isabella
Rossellini, follows the stories of six Italians building their futures
on the foundations of their country's past.
Harvey Goldsmith Presents / C4 / Tenalps
Director : Gabi Kent
Entertainment series in which the concert promoter Harvey
Goldsmith comes to the aid of six entertainment businesses
that are in trouble including a northern working men’s club,
a local radio station and a circus.
Little platform, big stage / ARENA / BBC
Director: Zimena Percival
Captain, entertainer, Samaritan and guide, a bus conductor also
sees things that the rest of us don't. Little Platform, Big
Stage tells the stories of five conductors from five decades of
London's history, rich with period music and archive footage.
Dump Your Mates / C4 / Celador
Director: Tim Tarrant
Teenagers are given the chance to hang out with a diﬀerent
Peer group and then decide if they stick with their old friends
or dump them.
Tales From The Front Room / BBC4
Director: Zimena Percival
An insight into the history and significance of the West Indian
Front Room.
Tv Title sequences
Mother Father Son / BBC2 / Peter Anderson Studios
Director : Peter Anderson
Title sequence for BBC Drama series featuring Richard Gere, Helen Mcrory, and Billy Howle.
Relik / BBC1 / Peter Anderson Studios
Director : Peter Anderson
Title sequence for gritty BBC one crime drama.
River City / BBC Scotland / Peter Anderson Studios
New title sequence for drama series set in a close-knit community in Glasgow.
Online content
Canon Ambassadors / S&B Studios
Director : Sara Strickland
Photographers tell us about why they choose Canon equipment to capture there view of the world.
Pink Tons / Tate Shorts / Tate Modern
Director : Susan Doyon
A short exploring Roni Horns 4 ton cube of solid cast pink glass.
Jisc / S&B Studios
Director : Sara Strickland
Story led films revealing how computer infastructures allow connections between educational institutions.

The Edge of Innovation / BBC Storyworks
Director : Lisa Fairbank
How is technology being used to to improve everyday life.
Visit Britain / BBC World / Factory Films
Director : Lisa Fairbank
Story led films revealing the beauty of Scotland,England,Wales and Ireland.
Stripped Bare / Factory Films / More 4
Director : Julie Heathcote
A series exploring how make-up helps people to define who they are.
Red Coat / Tate shorts / Tate Modern
Director : Susan Doyon
Renowned pop artist Nicola L comes to London to spend a day visiting the sites of London with her red
coat, which accommodates 13 people.
Venice Biennale blog/ Christies Daily
Director : Jane Burton
Daily update from from the 2015 Venice Biennale Arts Fair. Video and stills.
Y3/ Phix
Director : Phil Sansom
Adidas shows of they’re latest clothing and shoe range at a secret location in Paris.
Tate Shorts / Tate Modern
Director : Susan Doyon
Dan Snow takes a look at the latest Tate Modern show “ Conflict, Time, Photography ”.
BBC Bitesize / Factory Films / More 4
Director : Lisa Fairbank
4 young artists and designers reveal the secrets behind their work with plenty of tips and advice about the
process of creating art work and designs.
Redbull Air Race / St Petersburg / Eurocam
Director : Matt Taylor
An elite group of pilots fly in the most challenging air
Race in the world. Behind the scenes.
Corporate
Canon Ambassadors / S&B Studios
Director : Emma-Lily Pemberton
Discover Delicious / S&B Studios
Director : Sarah Strickland
NHS / CAPP /Gallery Media
Director : Adrian Macfarlane
Barclays / CAPP / Gallery Media
Director : Adrian Macfarlane
Ernst and Young / Gallery Media
Director : Adrian Macfarlane
Recruitment film and interview test for University graduates.

Brighthouse / MCM
Director : Alan Gardner
3 min internal commercial for Brighthouse.
Aldi / CAPP / Gallery Media
Director : Adrian Macfarlane
3 min internal commercial for Aldi manager training scheme.
Drax power / Radley Yeldar
Director: Duncan Crowe
A 9 minute company film for Drax energy explaining the future of biomass as a source of renewable energy.
( Silver IVCA for best brand film and a finalist at the New York film festival )
BP “Our Stories” / Radley Yeldar
Director: Duncan Crowe
Employees of BP talking about working with one of the biggest companies in the world.
Self produced short films
Nature boy – Martin Faulkner
Director : Andrew Kemp
3 minute music video for a folk singer/song writer.
Bath War Hospital – Acts of kindness / Art@TheHeart
Director : Andrew Kemp
A short film celebrating the centenary of the setting up of the first war hospital on the current site of the
Royal United Hospital in Bath.
Participate / Art@TheHeart
Director : Andrew Kemp
Filmed in the Childrens ward and Dimentia ward at Bath RUH we see how artists and musicans can help in
a hospital setting to change the atmosphere and bring new experiences to the patients.
How to Breathe well / How to practice Sun Salutations
Director : Andrew Kemp
Michael Townsend Williams, founder of Stillworks and author of Do Breathe: Calm your mind. Find focus.
Get stuﬀ done. A great way to energise you everyday.
Forest of Imagination / 5x5x5 / Herman Miller
Director : Andrew Kemp
Come take a journey with us through magical pathways, Explore dark places and discover where art lies.
Meet giant Gnomes, musicians and storytellers, Circus performers, poets and forest dwellers.
Giving contemporary arts a new reputation, Welcome to the Forest of Imagination.
Thinking imaginatively together / 5x5x5
Director : Andrew Kemp
In 5x5x5, the process, rather than the end product, is always the main focus – ‘we are researching the children researching the world’. Children are given the opportunity to explore their own themes and questions
and encouraged to create their own lines of enquiry. Thorough documentation of the children’s thoughts,
feelings and ideas forms the basis of projects: responsive planning is used to develop and pursue further
ideas.
Creativity at Batheaston Primary School / 5x5x5
Director : Andrew Kemp
Being an artist, Don’t worry if you do mistakes, Be playful Be thoughtful, Be imaginative Have lots of good
ideas, Be positive, Be free Art is about everything.

Schools without walls / 5x5x5
Director : Andrew Kemp
School Without Walls involves creative collaboration and is a metaphor for a space and a place to think,
dream, explore and experiment. Learning takes place outside of the school campus in cultural centres and
public spaces across the city.

